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Puzzle #l 
Unscramble these words from food Dr. Hess 

might eat: 


I come from a cow: 

OASRT FEBE 


I'm in a shell: 

SOYTRE 


I'm a peachy treat: 

RIOAPTC RATT 


Puzzle #2 
The good doctor sometimes uses what are 

called Roman numerals. If: 


C=100 
L=50 
X=10 
I= 1 

What do you think this Roman numeral is? 

CLXI 

Puzzle #3 N2 GBWPV9JUF 
Dr. Hess has left us a message in code to help 

us find his nautilus gears! Can you decode it? It 

looks like each letter in the code is shifted to the 
right in the alphabet. NVTJDJBO JT KT. 
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Puzzle #]. 
Unscramble these words from places Dr. Hess 

might know: 


A park in Hamilton: 

ROGE 


A kind of church: 

ILICABAS 


A street: 

RYOK 


Bonus Riddle! 
What is something that you own but that 
everyone uses more than you do? Puzzle #2 

If RED = 7, GREEN = 9, BLUE = 6 and ORANGE 

i8WBU .lnOA
= 2, then what is: 

+ + 

Puzzle #3 UlF U98JO TUBUJPO 
Dr. Hess has left us a message in code to help 
us find his nautilus gears! Can you decode it? It 
looks like each letter in the code is shifted to the 
right in the alphabet. PO C89UPO TU9FFU 
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Puzzle #]. 
Unscramble these words from the time when Dr. 

Hess lived: 


I'm a kind of hat: 

LBREWO 


I help you walk: 

CTISK 


I'm found in old watches: 

SRGEA 


Puzzle #2 
The good doctor starts up his time machine by 

running his finger over nine buttons. But he does 

it by only making four straight and never lifting 

his finger. Can you find out how? 


Puzzle #3 TPQlJB MJWFE JODr. Hess has left us a message in code to help 
us find his nautilus gears! Can you decode it? It 
looks like each letter in the code is shifted to the 
right in the alphabet. EVOEV90 DBTUMF. 
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